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Explosive eruptions at steep-sided volcanoesmay develop with complex precursor activity
occurring in a poorly-understood magma plumbing system so that timelines and possible
interactions with the geologic surrounding are often unresolved. Here we investigate the
episode prior to the energetic December 20, 2017 eruption at Bezymianny volcano,
Kamchatka. We compare degassing activity inferred from time-lapse camera images,
seismicity and real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) data derived from a temporary station
network, as well as high-resolution InSAR displacement maps. Results show that the first
changes can be identified in low-frequency seismicity and degassing at least 90 days
before the eruption, while the first volcano-tectonic (VT) seismicity occurred 50 days before
the eruption. Coinciding with significant changes of the RSAM, surface displacements
affect the volcanic flanks at least 9 days prior to the eruption. Inversion modeling of the pre-
eruptive surface deformation as well as deflation-type, co-eruptive surface changes
indicate the presence of a shallow and transient reservoir. We develop a conceptual
model for Bezymianny volcano initiating with deep seismicity, followed by shallow events,
rockfalls, steaming and an inflating reservoir. The eruption is then associated with
subsidence, caused by deflation of the same reservoir. This sequence and conceivable
causality of these observations are providing a valuable contribution to our understanding
of the shallow magma plumbing system beneath Bezymianny and may have relevance for
volcano monitoring and early warning strategies at similar volcanoes elsewhere.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Eruptions of volcanoes are commonly preceded by the arrival of new magma, or its mobilization by
other factors internal or external to the magma plumbing system (Jaupart and Allègre, 1991). The
magmatic system of volcanoes stretches through the entire crust and is commonly composed of
multiple magmatic reservoirs interconnected by magma conduits within a largely crystalline mush
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zone (e.g., Cashman et al., 2017). Interstitial melt within the mush
can coalesce to form new magma within the plumbing system. In
arc environments, the uppermost reservoir is thought to be
volumetrically small and transient (e.g., Cashman et al., 2017)
that becomes intermittently reactivated by the ascent of small
batches of magma and/or volatiles until either a crucial amount of
eruptible magma has accumulated (Parks et al., 2012), the critical
buoyancy is achieved (Caricchi et al., 2014), or the overpressure
becomes critical due to accumulation of exsolved volatiles at the
reservoir roof (Tait et al., 1989; Cashman et al., 2017). Ultimate
destabilization of the shallow reservoir and upper conduit
formation may be accomplished by pressurization of the
shallow reservoir tapping the magmatic bulk of the deeper
reservoir (Scandone et al., 2007; Roman and Cashman, 2018).
To better understand the distribution, migration, and
accumulation of magmatic fluids within the magma plumbing
system of active volcanoes, it is crucial to combine different
geophysical and geochemical disciplines (Burchardt and
Galland, 2016; Magee et al., 2018).

Numerous physical signals perceptible at the surface are
considered to reflect the state of magma migration through
the plumbing system and are therefore now routinely used to
detect and forecast volcanic activity (Scarpa and Gasparini, 1996;
Sparks, 2003). These include ground- and space-based techniques
to monitor earthquakes, ground deformation, volcanic gas
emissions, as well as thermal anomalies, amongst others (e.g.,
Tilling, 2008; Coppola et al., 2020). A number of studies
worldwide showed that seismic and geodetic changes
preceding eruption events may be spatially and temporally
closely related, although recent studies suggest that seismicity
and deformation highlight different processes (Lundgren et al.,
2017). Based on the frequency content, seismicity may be broken
down into very long period (VLP), long-period (LP), and higher
frequent volcano-tectonic (VT) events to distinguish between
gas-rich fluid migration causing oscillations in the host rock (LPs)
and fracturing processes (VTs) associated with migration of
viscous magma (Chouet and Matoza, 2013). VT earthquakes
at many volcanoes occur in distal swarms days to years before and
are peaking at the time of the imminent eruption (White and
McCausland, 2016). The initial conduit formation connecting the
different storage levels may be marked by shallow precursor VT
events long before the ultimate run-up VT seismicity commences,
such as observed at Mount St. Helens, Redoubt, or Augustine
volcanoes (Roman and Cashman, 2018). But also aseismic
processes including passive degassing of H2O and CO2 may
point out the beginning of the formation of magmatic
pathways (Girona et al., 2015; Caricchi et al., 2018).
Associated seismic signals are very weak and may remain
undetected when a dense seismic station network around the
volcano is absent. Otherwise, dedicated techniques used for the
detection of weak seismic sequences, such as approaches that are
based on arrival time coherence (Heimann et al., 2017), may be
appropriate. Microseismic monitoring may allow for the
identification of subtle changes occurring inside a volcano
plumbing system but may require additional qualitative
information, such as degassing behavior derived from optical
time-lapse camera images.

Surface deformation associated with the migration of
magmatic fluids, faulting, dike intrusions, or magma chamber
in- and deflation can be traced with modern geodetic monitoring
techniques (e.g., Biggs and Pritchard, 2017). Satellite-based
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), for instance, measures the
timing between emitted electromagnetic pulses and the
backscattered signal, which mainly depends on the acquisition
geometry as well as roughness and dielectric properties of the
surface (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). With the advantage of its
all-day and all-weather capability of the signal emitted at the
microwave spectrum, associated radar phase changes computed
between two acquisitions (phase interferometry or InSAR) are
now routinely used to analyze large- and small-scale volcanic
deformation (Valade et al., 2019; Biggs and Wright, 2020). The
scale and expression of the deformation field then allow for
inferring the depth and geometry of the corresponding
deformation source even at remote volcanoes (Biggs and
Pritchard, 2017). Here we decipher the chronology of observed
changes of seismic, visual, and geodetic monitoring data showing
a gradual evolution of unrest and preparation for a magmatic
eruption on December 20, 2017 at Bezymianny volcano, one of
the most active volcanoes in the world. To gain a better
understanding of the timing of magmatic processes leading to
this eruption, we here compare the seismic records with a new
analysis of the real-time seismic amplitude measurements
(RSAM). We compare the temporal evolution of the seismic
results with the visual records inferred from time-lapse camera
images and we also performed the first high resolution ground
deformation analysis derived from interferometric processing of
high-resolution TerraSAR-X data.

By comparing the location and timing of the observed
precursors, we show that a rather broad region is affected by
unrest and that the eruption initiated at least 3 months in
advance. Based on an identified seismic unrest, near-
simultaneous pre-eruptive inflation and short co-eruptive
deflation, we propose a conceptual model. In this, seismicity
and tremors occur in pulses at crustal depth beneath the edifice,
followed by more shallow inflation of a reservoir at the base of the
edifice. We speculate that gas-rich fluid and/or magma migration
within the shallowest level of the volcano’s plumbing system is
responsible for these observations. Significant deviations between
topographically inferred and source-inversion derived volumetric
changes indicate that the shallow reservoir ultimately tapped the
bulk of the erupted volcanic products. We further note a striking
anti-correlation between the course of the seismic amplitudes and
atmospheric data and discuss possible external pressure changes
that may have contributed to some degree to the variations of the
seismic activities. Our results further contribute to the complexity
of precursor activity at the remotely located Bezymianny volcano
showing that the preparation can last for several months without
any indications in the absence of a dense monitoring network.

1.1 Study Area
Bezymianny is a strongly degassing (López et al., 2013; Zelenski
et al., 2015), basaltic-andesitic to dacitic dome-building
stratovolcano (Ozerov et al., 1997; Turner et al., 2013) that lies
in the subarctic region of the high-relief Klyuchevskoy Group of
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Volcanoes (KGV) in Kamchatka, Far East Russia (Figures 1A,B).
In 1956, a cryptodome intrusion, similar to that of Mount St.
Helens, caused a significant sector collapse triggering a
cataclysmic lateral blast eruption (Gorshkov, 1959; Lipman
et al., 1981; Voight et al., 1981; Bogoyavlenskaya et al., 1985;
Belousov, 1996). Subsequent continuous volcanic activity was
characterized by 1 or 2 explosive eruptions per year accompanied
by almost constant dome growth, which now nearly reached the
height of the pre-1956 edifice (Girina, 2013; Shevchenko et al.,
2020). The plumbing system of the Bezymianny volcanomay root

deeply, with modulations that are possibly affected by
pressurization of the deep reservoir beneath the nearby
Tolbachik volcano (Shapiro et al., 2017). Seismic investigations
showed that the magmatic transport system beneath Bezymianny
is characterized by at least two reservoirs located at ca. 18 and
8 km depth (Fedotov et al., 2010; Thelen et al., 2010; Ivanov et al.,
2016; Koulakov et al., 2017), which agrees with temperature and
pressure conditions of amphibole crystallization (Turner et al.,
2013). Further petrologic data indicated the existence of a shallow
reservoir located at ca. 3 km depth (Shcherbakov et al., 2011), and
seismicity of Bezymianny’s eruption sequence in 2007 suggest a
volatile zone to be located at 1.5—1 km depth (Thelen et al.,
2010).

Geodetic investigations on ground surface changes related to
the magma plumbing system of Bezymianny are scarce and
challenging. Prior to eruptions between 2005 and 2010, a
campaign GPS network revealed minor deformation
associated with the presence of a shallow but small (1–4 ×
10−4 km3) reservoir (Grapenthin et al., 2013). Since only one
GPS station of this campaign showed deviations in the north
component, other stations were damaged by the action of bears
and harsh outdoor conditions, Grapenthin and co-authors
(2013) could not resolve details on the geometry and
potential variations of this source. During the 2016–2017
eruption sequence, a satellite-based Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) study provided first detailed information on
recurrent extrusions of the solidified conduit as well as
shallow intrusions that might be related to magmatic
processes within the upper carapace of Bezymianny’s
evolved dome (Mania et al., 2019). This study revealed
extrusion occurrences and displacements affecting the
summit region of the central cone of Bezymianny. A
deformation on the volcano’s outer flanks was not identified.

A combined seismic and geodetic data analysis the second half
of 2017 greatly advanced our understanding of Bezymianny’s
magma plumbing system (Figure 1B), where seismicity and
summit deformations were recorded before, during, and after
the December 20, 2017 eruption, which was one of the largest
eruptions in recent times producing a 15-km-high ash column
(Girina et al., 2018; Koulakov et al., 2021). Related seismic
tomography results revealed two closely neighboring, strong
seismic anomalies that stretch down from 2 km to >6 km
below the surface (Koulakov et al., 2021). The authors indicate
that the corresponding pressure (Vp) and shear wave (Vs)
anomalies may reflect the co-existence of a magma reservoir
and a highly permeable gas reservoir governing the eruptive
activity at Bezymianny. The associated seismicity was
characterized by a proximal small VT swarm and
exponentially increasing run-up VTs occurring 50 and 7 days
before the December 20, 2017 eruption, respectively, (Figure 1C),
which is typical for Bezymianny (Senyukov, 2013). The ultimate
precursor seismicity was associated with upward migration of
gas-rich magma that induced pressurization of the shallowest
(2–0 km) part of Bezymianny’s uppermost conduit system. The
corresponding deformation was evident by SAR amplitude data
at the uppermost summit region again, causing fracture opening
likely related to the extrusion of the conduit plug (Koulakov et al.,

FIGURE 1 | (A)Overviewmap of Kamchatka, Far East Russia. The green
star and orange point denote the location of Bezymianny volcano and the
town of Klyuchi, respectively. (B) Topographic map (TanDEM-X elevation
model) of the studied Bezymianny volcano and neighboring edifices
(Klyuchevskoy, Kamen). Locations of the temporary (2017–2018) seismic
stations are indicated by diamonds. Ascending (ASC) and descending (DSC)
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X acquisition footprints are indicated by the red and
blue boxes, respectively, and arrows show the corresponding flight direction
as well as the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) direction of the satellites. Black dashed
rectangle delineates the extent of the high-resolution Digital Elevation Models
used for interferometric analysis. The White dashed box shows the search
extent of the Lassie analysis. Red symbols denote stations used for the
analysis of Bezymianny’s December 20, 2017 eruption as highlighted by the
gray vertical line and a red star in (C): Investigated timeline showing the ASC
and DSC acquisitions at Bezymianny as well as cumulative volcano-tectonic
(VT) events for Bezymianny (Koulakov et al., 2021). The red star and vertical
line on 2017-06-16 depict the previous eruption of Bezymianny.
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2021), which is also a common precursor for Bezymianny
(Belousov et al., 2002; Girina, 2013; Mania et al., 2019).

2 DATA AND METHODS

Both, installation of field stations at Bezymianny and tasking of
high resolution spotlight TerraSAR-X satellite images was
initiated and realized before the eruption of the volcano.
Below we outline the data and methods which aim to compare
the occurrence of seismicity, as identified by volcano-tectonic
(VT) events, microseismicity, and noise analysis, to a novel set of
high-resolution satellite radar interferograms generated by
TerraSAR-X data, to explore the chronology and location of
events prior to the December 22, 2017 eruption.

2.1 Seismic Data Analysis: Automatic Event
Detection and Noise Characterization
In August 2017, a local broadband array of 10 stations was
deployed in the vicinity of Bezymianny (Figure 1B) and re-
collected in July 2018, thus well covering the December 2017
eruption investigated in this work. In combination with
continuous seismic data derived from the regional permanent
station network and 6 stations of the temporary network,
Koulakov et al. (2021) detected and located 523 local seismic
volcano-tectonic (VT) events manually by using the interactive
DIMAS software (Droznin and Droznina, 2011). This dataset
served 1) to generate a tomographic model describing the magma
plumbing system beneath Bezymianny, and 2) allowed analyzing
the chronology of events. Specifically, a small cluster was detected
at the beginning of November 2017 and one large cluster started
to emerge on December 14, 2017 increasing exponentially until
the anticipated eruption on December 20, 2017 (Figure 1C). To
further shed light on the very small seismicity (microseismicity)
and to gain a better understanding of the preparatory phase of the
volcano, we first use the Pyrocko library (Heimann et al., 2017) to
calculate the power spectral density for the waveforms by
applying a 1 h time window with no overlap. The resulting
spectrogram is created for station B01 north of Bezymianny.
Second, we investigate the real-time seismic amplitude
measurement (RSAM) similar to Endo and Murray (1991) but
by calculating the median of the absolute amplitude of the
bandpass filtered (1–10 Hz) waveforms based on a 1 h time
window and select the N-component as a proxy for the
corresponding station noise.

Third, we study the continuous waveforms recorded by the
local array with an automatic detection algorithm (the freely
available “Lassie” tool1; Heimann et al., 2017). Our aim is here to
derive a seismic catalog that is particularly concentrating on
identifying weak, previously undetected events and thus to
better track the temporal evolution of the seismicity rate. The
approach is considered complimentary to the accurate seismic
event location study previously published in Koulakov et al.

(2021). While the Koulakov study provides the locations for
the largest events, we here show the presence of very small
hidden events using the Lassie approach. Lassie explores the
bandpass-filtered (4th order Butterworth bandpass filter between
1 and 10 Hz) waveforms, detecting coherent P and S wave arrivals
at each station; a hypocentral location is also estimated for each
event (López-Comino et al., 2017; Adinolfi et al., 2019). Travel
time corrections are calculated for a 3D grid of 15 × 15 × 15 km in
size and a grid spacing of 500 m (grid center at 55.9553°N,
160.5938°E; Figure 1B) using a homogenous velocity. We
applied Lassie for the time between October and December
2017, considering only 8 stations for our analysis as two
stations (B04, B08) were out of order, in consequence of the
harsh natural conditions (including damages induced by the
behavior of bears) in Kamchatka. Furthermore, we corrected
the coherence of detected events for times when two further
stations (B07, B09) were only intermittently running properly
(mostly during December). For the detection of local seismicity,
we choose a moderate coherence threshold of 1, which improves
the completeness of the manual catalog, still limiting the number
of false detections (López-Comino et al., 2017). For validation of
the results, we search the catalog of the 523 manually picked
reference events (see above; Koulakov et al., 2021) for Lassie
events with an origin time difference of ≤5 s. To compare the
seismic evolution with degassing processes at Bezymianny, we
further use optical imagery recorded with time-lapse cameras
located near stations B04 and B06 (cf. Figure 1B).

2.2 InSAR Data Processing and
Atmospheric Correction
The steep sided Bezymianny volcano is usually challenging to
observe surface changes using standard satellite radar
observations, due to decorrelation, frequent topographic
changes and strong seasonal changes, snow and rainfall
(Mania et al., 2019). Here we process a new set of high
resolution radar scenes acquired in 2-m-resolution spotlight
mode from the TerraSAR-X (TSX) and TanDEM-X (TDX)
satellites. We process the spotlight scenes with the GAMMA
Remote Sensing Software (Werner et al., 2000), and produce 8
descending (DSC) and ascending (ASC) interferograms with
temporal baselines between 11 and 22 days (Table 1,
Supplementary Table S1, Figure 1, Supplementary Figure
S7, Supplementary Figure S8). The interferograms are
multilooked and filtered using the adaptive phase filter
(Goldstein and Werner, 1998). To accurately correct the
topographical phase component, which is especially of
importance for X-band satellite data (Richter et al., 2013), we
use a digital elevation model generated from a photogrammetric
survey conducted in 2017 (Shevchenko et al., 2020). Before phase
unwrapping with the minimum cost flow algorithm (Chen and
Zebker, 2001), regions of strong slope motion (such as rock
glaciers to the northeast of Bezymianny) are masked out. For
atmospheric correction of the unwrapped interferograms and
subsequent source inversion, we select the reference point in a low
relief region to the southeast of Bezymianny (Supplementary
Figure S9).1https://git.pyrocko.org/pyrocko/lassie.git.
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We realize an improved deformation accuracy of InSAR at
Bezymianny by application of the Generic Atmospheric
Correction Service (GACOS, Yu et al., 2018), which is based
on the combination of weighted continuous GPS tropospheric
delay estimates and a high-resolution (for our study region:
0.0008°) global weather model provided by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The
data are available every 6 h interpolated to the timing of the SAR
acquisitions (Table 1) using an iterative tropospheric
decomposition model (Yu et al., 2017). We converted the
provided zenith tropospheric delay to the corresponding line-
of-sight (LOS), resampled the raster to the size of the investigated
interferograms, and detrended the corrected interferograms. To
visualize the near-vertical and the near-horizontal displacement
field before the December 2017 eruption, we follow the approach
fromWright et al. (2004) by assuming that the north component
is negligible.

2.3 Source Inversion Modeling and Volume
Change From Topography
To allow interpretation of the InSAR deformation data, we
perform a source inversion model (Lisowski, 2007) separately
for the ASC and DSC differential displacement fields. We did the
modeling for high quality InSAR data only, specifically for the
interferograms acquired shortly before the December 20, 2017
eruption. Other interferograms lack coherence (such as the co-
eruptive interferograms), or are mostly affected by deformation
other than crustal sources, such as snow, ice and cooling lava
flows (such as the interferograms earlier to the ones we model).
We approximate deformation source parameters and
uncertainties by employing the Matlab-based Geodetic
Bayesian Inversion Software (GBIS; Bagnardi and Hooper,
2018). The software uses a Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo
method integrating the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. We
apply a non-linear inversion on the additionally implemented
point Compound Dislocation Model (pCDM; Nikkhoo et al.,
2017), which, compared to the isotropic Mogi point source
(Mogi, 1958), defines a moment tensor with three mutually
orthogonal force dipoles that can freely rotate in the elastic
half-space.

GBIS uses an adaptive quadtree sampling method, which
significantly reduces the computational load. For inversion of
the ASC and DSC data, we sample the posterior probability
functions of the 9 pCDMparameters through 1,000,000 iterations
and quantify uncertainties by calculating semivariograms for
both acquisitions. Given that partial source information
indicates a potentially shallow source (e.g., Koulakov et al.,
2021), we use a priori boundaries as noninformative as

possible but acknowledging the volcanological setting of
Bezymianny (Table 2).

To compare the resulting inversion source volumes with the
actual volume of the eruptive products, we use two high-
resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) acquired in 2017
and 2018 before and after the eruption, respectively. The 2018
DEM is generated from a combination of drone and Pléiades 1-A
satellite imagery, an updated version of the one generated in 2017
(Shevchenko et al., 2020). To compute the difference between
these DEMs, we first align the DEMs in the vertical direction by
subtracting the mean elevation difference of an unchanged area
from every elevation point of the 2018 DEM. Then we subtract
the 2017 DEM from the 2018 DEM for a selected area and
multiply this difference with the squared pixel size (2 × 2 m) to
determine corresponding volume change.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Chronology of Monitoring Observations
3.1.1 Seismic Recording
We detected 4,950 micro-seismic events by applying the Lassie
algorithm (Heimann et al., 2017) for the time between September
and December 2017 (Supplementary Figures S1A,B). The 2D
kernel density estimation of the lateral distribution of these events
reveals a high density within the amphitheater of Bezymianny,
although another small higher density area exists to the southeast
of the volcano (Supplementary Figure S1A). Out of the 523
events, which were manually picked by Koulakov et al. (2021),
377 events were automatically detected within a time frame of 5 s
with respect to each corresponding reference event
(Supplementary Figures S1A,C). Most of the referenced
Lassie events are located beneath the amphitheater of the
Bezymianny volcano, and close to the surface at 2–3 km
depth, with a few events located off-centered to the northeast.
Also, the Lassie catalog contains reference events that agree in
their timing (beginning of November) with manually picked
reference events (Koulakov et al., 2021; Supplementary Figure
S1). While the focal depths of the latter lie between 4 and 8 km
below sea level (bsl), the depths of the referenced Lassie events
range between 2.5 km above sea level (asl) and 12 km bsl. The
distribution of the Lassie coherence values, which can be regarded
as a proxy for the local magnitudes, is similar to that of the
reference local magnitude distribution.

We classify the bandpass filtered (1–10 Hz) continuous
waveform of each earthquake in the Lassie catalog based on
their dominant frequencies, which is an indicator for the
concentration of the signal energy in the frequency domain of
each detected seismic event (Zhou et al., 2007). Based on the

TABLE 1 | Key parameters of the ascending (ASC) and descending (DSC) TSX/TDX tracks. The acquisition time is given in coordinated universal time (UTC).

Pass Track Azimuth [°] Incidence angle [°] Range resolution [m] Azimuth resolution [m] Acquisition time [UTC]

ASC 64 351 48.7 0.91 1.20 07:07
DSC 11 190 38.7 0.91 1.25 19:38
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distribution of dominant frequencies (median in 0.1 Hz bins), we
selected four major event types reflecting different processes prior
to the eruption (indicated with arrows in Supplementary Figure
S2). We neglected the highest peak in the distribution, as the
coherence and hence the signal quality is lowest. Based on
example waveforms for the four major event types
(Supplementary Figure S3), we regard events with dominant
frequencies of 1.2 and 2.1 Hz as long-period (LP) events and
events with dominant frequencies of 2.8 and 3.5 Hz as volcano-
tectonic (VT) events, since the latter show clear p- and s-wave
onsets. Based on the occurrence and type of the events we are able
to distinguish the following different phases.

1) During phase 1 (110–90 days), two stations (B07, B09) were
showing data gaps and the studied seismic activity was
relatively low (<12 events/day) with only a few LP and VT
events detected at various depths (Figures 2A–C).

2) Phase 2 (days 90–23) starts with a sudden increase in the
detection rate (100–300 events/day) and is characterized by
discontinuous LP activity and alternating bursts of events
with quiescence periods. The highest LP rate is found in
days 85–75 (up to 38 LPs/day, Figures 2A–C). The real-
time seismic amplitude measurement (RSAM), which
characterizes all seismic ground motion accumulated
during time (including seismic noise due to ocean waves,
wind and other atmospheric phenomena as well as volcanic
tremors), does not present significant fluctuations that can
explain the alternation of high and low detection periods
(Figure 2D). Phase 2 is marked by a high rate of LP events,
but some VTs are also detected. Compared to VT events, LP
events often present a lower coherence. The VT focal
depths are mostly below 8 km bsl, while the majority of
LPs are shallower, between 4 km bsl and 3 km asl, i.e., very
close to the summit. The median depths lie mostly at
around sea level, but many LP and a few higher coherent
VT events indicate activity between 4 and 12 km bsl. After
day 75, the LP rate slowly decreases, while the mean focal

depth occasionally decreases (days 53–32) to depths
between 3 and 6 km bsl close to the depths of manually
detected VT events (4–8 km bsl; Figure 2A). The last
seismic burst (days 25–23) in phase 2 is characterized by
multiple higher coherent LP events (Figures 2A–C). The
corresponding median depths are located between 1 km asl
and 4 km bsl, but a substantial proportion of seismicity
distributes between 4 and 12 km bsl.

3) During phase 3 (days 23–7), the seismic detection rate drops.
Simultaneously, the RSAM of stations (e.g., B01, B10) closest
to the volcanic center shows a near continuous threefold
increase from days 18 to 12. The corresponding
spectrogram of station B01 reveals near constant high
energy release between 1 and 8 Hz mainly contributed by
tremors (Figure 2D, Supplementary Figures S4A,B).
Between days 11–9, the RSAM shows a sudden spike,
dominated by energy release between low and very high
frequencies (1–20 Hz). Immediately after the burst, we
recognize a short period of 1 day (day 8) where the RSAM
decreases back to the level at the end of phase 2.

4) During the start of phase 4 (day 7), the RSAM re-increases
and is mainly contributed by low energy release between 1
and 8 Hz as in phase 3. The final unrest then settles
in with an exponential increase in VT activity
(6–0 days) with median depths at ca. 1 km asl being
slightly shallower than during phase 2. Seismicity in
phase 4 is dominated by VT events, with few
remaining LPs. VTs have lower dominant frequencies
(2.8 Hz) in the first days, and higher frequencies
(3.5 Hz) later on (Figures 2A,B).

5) After the eruption in phase 5, seismicity decreases abruptly
back to phase 1 rate, and the RSAM at stations B01 and B10
drops, but remains as high as in the beginning of phase 3.
Again, the RSAM increase is mostly contributed by
continuous low energy release between frequencies of
1–8 Hz, and the example waveform indicates tremor
activity (Supplementary Figures S4A,C). A few LPs are

TABLE 2 | Results of the Bayesian inversion using the pCDM.

Model parameters X center [m] Y center [m] Z [m.a.s.l.] ωX [°] ωY [°] ωZ [°] ΔVx [m³] ΔVy [m³] ΔVz [m³]

ASC (20171130–20171211)

Optimal −62.38 −25.74 1,797.99 49.80 −22.01 44.92 19,183.40 27,663.80 89,391.90
2.50% −76.12 −44.10 1,822.27 41.73 −38.59 27.11 15,448.00 22,949.70 78,336.00
97.50% −44.91 −1.42 1,775.58 52.44 −11.25 52.50 22,583.40 32,802.70 96,971.40
Upper 0.00 −100.00 1,906.92 −90.00 −90.00 −90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lower −150.00 100.00 1,706.92 90.00 90.00 90.00 200,000.00 200,000.00 200,000.00

DSC (20171207–20171218)

Optimal −27.74 108.88 1,871.12 −23.98 43.71 −47.14 825.44 57,564.60 227,092.00
2.50% −56.58 86.60 1,886.17 −28.56 29.28 −50.53 232.95 50,495.70 208,558.00
97.50% −1.54 130.06 1,859.69 −22.04 45.15 −31.84 20,618.40 67,048.20 279,246.00
Upper −250.00 −50.00 2,007.58 −90.00 −90.00 −90.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lower 250.00 300.00 1,707.58 90.00 90.00 90.00 500,000.00 500,000.00 500,000.00

Note that the optimum refers to the maximum a posterior probability solution. The 2.50 and 97.50% depict the lower and upper boundaries of the probability density functions. X and Y
define the spatial location of the pCDM (origin: 160.5955°N, 55.9725°E). The depths correspond to elevation above sea level. ωX, ωY, and ωZ are the rotation angles about the X-, Y-, and
Z-axis, respectively. ΔV corresponds to the differential volume of each axis required to cause the observed deformation.
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detected about 1 week after the eruption and seismic records
are again dominated by low and very high frequencies.

3.1.2 Visual Recording
The camera network at Bezymianny is valuable to identify
degassing, rockfalls, and eruption activity. In the following we
describe the camera observations showing some possible
associations with seismic trend changes described above.
Categorizing the following different phases, the visual records
are summarized as follows:

1) During phase 1 (110–90 days), optical images show weak and
intermittent, white to translucent degassing (Figure 2E).

2) During Phase 2 (days 90–23), optical images reveal
consecutive significant white degassing lasting until at least
day 63 (Supplementary Figure S4), when the degassing
activity of Bezymianny weakens. Degassing intensity then
briefly intensifies again during the last seismic burst (days
25–23) of phase 2 (Figure 2E).

3) Phase 3 is characterized by significant and continuous
degassing activity of Bezymianny (Supplementary Figures
S5, S6).

4) For most of phase 4, time-lapse imagery is either covered by
snow or clouds. The first useful images are acquired on the
eruption day, which show strong white degassing and later a
particle-laden eruption cloud (Supplementary Figure S6).

FIGURE 2 | Seismic and time-lapse imagery results. (A) Focal depth distribution of seismic events detected by the Lassie algorithm (Heimann et al., 2017) before,
during, and after the December 20, 2017 eruption (black vertical line). Magenta circles indicate the focal depths of the reference events before 15 December (cf.
Figure 1C). White circles correspond to the 6-hourly median depths of seismic clusters (>12 events). (B)Distribution of the corresponding coherence of detected events.
White, yellow, and pink squares depict weak, intermediate, and intense degassing of Bezymianny, respectively (cf. Supplementary Figure S5). The red star
indicates the day of the eruption. Volcanic phases are indicated by vertical dotted lines (P4 � phase 4). (C)Cumulative curves for the event type families indicated in (A,B)
and daily count of events (dark yellow bars). (D) Evolution of the absolute real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) of the vertical component of selected stations. Blue and
orange vertical dashed lines refer to the acquisition time of the ascending (ASC) and descending (DSC) tracks, respectively. Light and dark gray shaded areas show
episodes when either one or two stations (B07, B09) were temporarily out of order. (E) Selected time-lapse camera images depicting the degassing activity at
Bezymianny. The numbers in brackets refer to the recorded day before the eruption. The camera was located close to seismic station B04 (cf. Figure 1B).
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5) During phase 5, optical images show that Bezymianny’s summit
is still but weakly degassing (Supplementary Figure S5).

3.2 InSAR Deformation and Source
Inversion
3.2.1 InSAR Observations
As the camera records reveal, Bezymianny is covered with snow
during most times of the investigated period (Figure 2E), which

would usually lead to phase decorrelation in differential
interferometry. But optical images also show that the upper
southern and western flanks of Bezymianny are only partially
snow-covered, exposing abundant parts of the solid ground
(Supplementary Figure S6). Thus, high resolution
interferometry of spotlight X-Band TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X satellites allows for analyzing ground
displacements at the volcano. Temporal baselines of all InSAR
maps are 11 and 22 days, respectively, while the perpendicular

FIGURE 3 | Selected wrapped interferograms depicting the temporal evolution of ground deformation shortly after the June 16, 2017 eruption (A,B), shortly before
the December 20, 2017 eruption (C–F), and during the eruption (co-eruptive; G,H). In the background of each interferogram is the multidirectional hillshade of
Bezymianny’s elevation acquired after the eruption. The black dashed line shows the collapse scar of Bezymianny’s sector collapse in 1956.
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baselines lie between 6 and 290 m (Supplementary Table S1).
Data pairs processed directly after the June 16, 2017 eruption in
both the ascending (ASC; 20170721–20170812) and descending
(DSC; 20170819–20170910) mode show no large-scale
deformation, but a rather complex fringe pattern located to
the east of the summit and inside the amphitheater on the
western flanks of the central cone (Figures 3A,B,
Supplementary Figure S7). The location of the latter fringe
patterns agrees with the location of fresh deposits of the
2016–2017 eruption phase. In terms of time, both
interferograms lie outside of the observed temporal evolution
of seismicity, yet the resulting phase information is crucial for
interpreting the subsequently acquired interferograms. The next
processed ASC interferogram (20171119–20171130) is not
showing any relevant deformation; only fringes that roughly
follow the topography of Bezymianny as well as of the
neighboring Kamen volcano (Figure 3C) likely depicting
atmospheric phase delay. The near-simultaneous DSC
interferogram (20171126–20171207) shows less atmospheric
disturbance (Figure 3D), but the near-summit phase changes
differs only slightly from that of the first DSC observation
(Figure 3B). We note that the spatial extent of these fringes is
enclosed by the amphitheater, with virtual absence of fringes
outside. Smaller fringes on the outer flanks, located spots in the
east, southeast and to the west, are likely a result of local snow or
ice-related ground motion effects. The ASC interferogram
acquired just before the eruption (20171130–20171211,
Figure 2D, Figure 3E) reveals significant deformation on the
central cone and, moreover, also at the outer flanks of
Bezymianny. The pre-eruptive DSC interferogram
(20171207–20171218) is also showing deformation of the
outer flanks, but is characterized by complete decorrelation
inside the amphitheater (Figure 3F). The co-eruptive ASC
(20171211–20180102) and descending (20171218–20180109)
interferograms are dominated by decorrelation in the near-
field as well as to the east and northeast of Bezymianny
(Figures 3G,H, Supplementary Figures S8A,C). The spatial
extent of surface displacements on the southern and northern
flank is similarly distributed as the co-eruptive deformation, but
fringes reveal inverted polarity.

3.2.2 Corrections, Source Inversions, and Eruptive
Volumes
In order to allow interpretation and modeling of the InSAR data,
we perform an atmospheric weather correction (Generic
Atmospheric Correction Service (GACOS); Yu et al., 2018), a
phase unwrapping (Statistical-Cost, Network-Flow Algorithm for
Phase Unwrapping (SNAPHU); Chen and Zebker, 2001) and a
source inversion (point Compound Dislocation Model (pCDM);
Nikkhoo et al., 2017). We only used the two pre-eruptive
interferograms 20171130–20171211 (ASC) and
20171207–20171218 (DSC), as these revealed the clearest line-
of-sight deformation signal (Figures 3E,F). For the others, either
the coherence is too low, or deformation fringes could be
mistaken for lava flow compaction, snow- and/or ice-related
motion, as well as atmospheric delay. GACOS correction of
the unwrapped interferograms yielded comparatively low

coefficients of determination (R2: 0.3 and 0.45), but the
standard deviation for the ASC and DSC scenes decreased by
7 and 31%, respectively (Supplementary Figure S9). The low
correction performance might be attributed to the time difference
between the linearly interpolated ECMWF weather model and
the timing of the SAR acquisitions. The time lag for both tracks is
relatively small (ca. 1 h), which indicates that the GACOSweather
model cannot compensate for the prevalent rapid atmospheric
turbulence in the Klyuchevskoy Group of Volcanoes. Since the
atmospheric delay at the neighboring Kamen volcano could be
significantly reduced after the GACOS correction, we find that
the resulting corrected unwrapped interferograms are more
reliable for the ensuing source inversion modeling. Overall, the
GACOS correction reduced the maximum LOS displacement
towards the satellite from ∼10.4 to ∼7.9 cm and from ∼3.8 to
∼3.1 cm for the ASC and DSC track, respectively.

The decomposition of both data sets shows that most of the
signal is contained in the Eastern component (Supplementary
Figure S10). For geodetic modeling of the individual pre-eruptive
ascending and descending deformation sets, we used the point
Compound Dislocation Model (pCDM; Nikkhoo et al., 2017).
The centroid for both optimal solutions lies ca. 1.2 km below
Bezymianny’s summit and the corresponding volume change
increased from 1.4 ± 0.2 × 10−4 km3 to 2.9 ± 3 × 10−4 km3 in
time (Figure 4B; Table 2). The residual between the investigated
data and the model shows that the ASC solution is closer to the
corresponding data than the DSC solution (Figures 4C,D,G,H).
The Markov Chain convergence for each pCDM parameter
(Supplementary Figure S11) indicates that the examined
parameter space is sufficiently explored. To compare the
source inversion derived volumes with the volume of the
actual eruptive products, we calculate the volume for the area
in Figures 5A–C (red-dashed rectangle), and notice that the
corresponding volume change of 4.5 × 10−3 km3 exceeds the
modeled optimal source inversion volumes by one order of
magnitude.

4 DISCUSSION

Volcano plumbing systems are the source regions of a number of
eruption precursors, including inflation sources, tremor and
other seismic activities. In an attempt to better understand the
preparatory phase of the December 20, 2017 eruption of the
Bezymianny volcano, we here investigate temporary seismic
network data, time-lapse camera images, and high resolution
InSAR data as well as source modeling. We describe the observed
changes in a chronological order, which suggests that
microseismicity is occurring long before a shallow deformation
source is detected. Before further comparing these observations to
independent observations, we describe the challenges and
limitations of our work.

4.1 Limitations
4.1.1 Accuracy of the Seismic Data
The Lassie catalog contains 4,950 events enabling us to determine
the seismic evolution between September and December 2017.
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Most of these events are located in the vicinity of Bezymianny
[Supplementary Figure S1A (left panel)], whereby Lassie
locations and depth uncertainties of the automatically detected
events highly depend on the quality of the seismic recordings
through the whole network, and thus on the earthquake
magnitudes, depths and the overall level of seismic noise and
volcanic tremor, which varies over time. This may explain that
only 377 (∼72%) out of the 523 events manually detected by
Koulakov et al. (2021) are included in the Lassie catalog. We
estimated location uncertainties following a jackknife approach,
repeating the detection procedure iteratively, after removing one
station each time, and then discussing the distribution of the
location ensembles for each event. We processed selected subsets

of the continuous data only, focusing on three time intervals,
when different, significant seismic bursts are observed: 28
September–3 October 2017, 17–19 November 2020 and 13–20
December 2020 (1 week prior to the eruption). Lowest
uncertainties (in average ∼1.4 and ∼1.3 km for epicentral and
depth uncertainties, respectively) are found for the week
preceding the eruption; locations in this period are indeed
very similar to those estimated by Koulakov et al. (2021),
which are based on an accurate manual picking. Average
uncertainties are larger in November (∼2.8 and ∼2.1 km
epicentral and depth uncertainties) and September-October
(∼3.2 and ∼1.9 km): this is consistent with the substantially
lower coherence of the earthquake signals in these times,

FIGURE 4 | (A,E) Unwrapped TSX/TDX line-of-sight (LOS) displacements for the ascending (ASC) and descending (DSC) tracks just before the December 20,
2017 eruption. Interferograms are corrected for atmospheric delay using the GACOS weather model (cf. Supplementary Figure S9). The motion towards and away
from the LOS is negative and positive, respectively. (B,F) Modeled displacements using the point Compound Dislocation Model (pCDM). Local origin used in the
inversion: 160.5955°N, 55.9725°E. Star denotes the optimal lateral location. (C,G) Relative residuals. (D,H) Profiles A-A′ and B-B’ (indicated in B,F) showing the
differences between the unwrapped data and the predicted models.
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which indicate either deeper and/or weaker earthquake sources.
In all considered time periods, the average depth uncertainty does
not exceed ∼2.1 km, which supports the inference of deeper
seismic activity in the months and weeks preceding mid
December 2017.

In fact, the focal depths of events in the first period of
increased seismic activity (beginning of November 2017) lie
between 4 and 8 km below sea level, which is in agreement
with the few reference locations, although Lassie depth
estimates for a few events are deviating significantly. The
highest rates of seismicity are detected both at times when all
stations were working properly (e.g., end of September 2017;
Figure 2D) and when the network was not fully operational (e.g.,
VT precursor seismicity), indicating that temporal changes of the
network geometry do not substantially affect the identification of
increased seismic activity. The selected coherence threshold aims
to substantially increase the number of detection while limiting
the catalog contamination by false detections. Given that
coherence values are similar over most of the period, we
assume that false detections similarly affect all phases. In
general, VT events have higher coherence than LPs, which is
due to the characteristics of their waveforms. Consequently, VT
locations are also more accurate than LP ones.

4.1.2 InSAR and Model Limitations
Thanks to the availability of a very high-resolution digital
elevation model (Shevchenko et al., 2020), we were able to
generate high-quality X-band interferograms even for spatial
baselines of up to 290 m. The importance of a high quality
(and high resolution) DEM for X-band data was already
highlighted elsewhere (e.g., Richter et al., 2013). Due to the
rapid changes at the volcano (erosion, vegetation, snowfall,
and eruption coverage), a robust time-series analysis
necessitating tens of SAR images could not be realized.
Nevertheless, the quality of the differential interferograms
presented in this work is unusually high for this volcano.
Rapid snow cover changes amidst continuously low
temperatures are likely due to prevailing strong winds blowing
the snow away. In contrast to the pre-eruptive ascending
interferogram, the corresponding descending interferogram is
characterized by low coherence within Bezymianny’s

amphitheater, which is likely due to meter-scale surface
changes at the summit observed during the seismic-precursory
episode (Koulakov et al., 2021). The similar spatial extent as well
as the magnitude (ca. 3 cm) of the line-of-sight displacement on
the outer flanks in both pre-eruptive interferograms (Figure 4)
supports the dominance of the lateral component
(Supplementary Figure S10). An important constraint of our
modeling is the simplification of an elastic deformation in a
homogeneous half space medium. Heterogeneities in the host
rock and surface geometry are known to influence the source
models (Manconi et al., 2007) and also the propagation of
magmatic fluids (Maccaferri et al., 2011). At Bezymianny,
changes in the material stiffness may be produced by thermal
and compositional changes along the conduit, but also by
significant structural changes such as the interface between the
1956-collapse-scar and the subsequently emplaced and
continuously growing lava dome (Gorshkov, 1959; Girina,
2013; Shevchenko et al., 2020).

4.1.3 Time-Lapse Camera Image Uncertainties
We note that a change in brightness and illumination may
strongly affect the employed time-lapse imagery. For instance,
changes in atmospheric pressure and temperature affect the
condensation of water droplets appearing in white clouds (e.g.,
Bredemeyer and Hansteen, 2014), and changing Sun position (or
direct insulation) changes the visual appearance of Bezymianny
in the imagery. To avoid barometric pressure-related biases, we
selected images taken during the day at approximately the same
time with similar solar illumination.

4.2 Motion at Eruptive Products and
Cryogenic Landforms
The InSAR study presented in this work concentrated on the
deformation caused by a pressurized reservoir at depth. In
addition, we find other sites of vertical and horizontal
displacements. Observed surface deformation within
Bezymianny’s amphitheater between July and September 2017
spatially coincides with emplaced eruptive products during the
first half of 2017 (Figures 3A,B, Supplementary Figure S7;
Mania et al., 2019). While in general, larger amplitudes of

FIGURE 5 |Bidirectional hillshades of Bezymianny’s topography before (A) and after (B) the December 20, 2017 eruption. (C) highlights the difference between (A)
and (B). The red dashed square indicates the region for the topography derived volume of eruptive products. Please note positive changes along the south-eastern
valleys, which likely resulted from the deposition of co-eruptive pyroclastic density currents. The upper right negative change is the result from a digital elevation model
error in (A).
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deformation concur with those sites recently overrun by new
lavas and pyroclastic density currents (PDC), the details of the
deformation pattern are rather complex. Previous studies
investigating post-emplacement deformation occurrence at lava
flows and PDC deposits suggest various degrees of thermal
compaction, clast repacking, as well as time-dependent
deformation of the flow substrate (Briole et al., 1997; Stevens
et al., 2001). Own observations at Bezymianny suggest that these
deposits were underlain by snow fields, adding further complexity
in the deformation signal. Also, we identify sites of surface
deformation located north of Bezymianny as well as east of
the extinct Kamen volcano that follow the shape of
morphological features characterized by round-crested, steep
frontal slopes and clastic-blocky surficial layers. Permafrost,
which is widespread in the mountainous Klyuchevskoy Group
of Volcanoes (Abramov et al., 2008), may cause such structures
(e.g., Jones et al., 2018). Thus, we speculate these landforms to be
ice-bearing intact rock glaciers. Other smaller deformation sites
depicted on the eastern and southern flanks may similarly be
associated with underlying snow and ice fields. A deformation
field on the western outer flank of Bezymianny is of uncertain
origin, again possibly of a landslide or slump-like behavior.

4.3 Implications for the Preparation Phase
From the sudden increase of shallow, predominant long-period
(LP), seismicity between phases 1 and 2 (Figures 2A–C), we infer
the destabilization of the upper plumbing system at least 90 days
ahead of Bezymianny’s December 20, 2017 eruption. LPs have
been associated with the migration of gas-rich fluids, causing
long-period oscillations in the host rock (Chouet and Matoza,
2013). We find it plausible that at Bezymianny, LPs may have
been related to vesiculation and crystallization of a remnant batch
of magma stalled at shallow levels after the June 16, 2017 eruption
leading to pronounced, white, and thus water-rich degassing
(Figure 2E). Such a second boiling effect has been postulated
for volcanoes elsewhere (Stock et al., 2016). After day 75, the
detection rate of seismic events decreased gradually with a
concentration of events at ca. 1 km below sea level (bsl), and
ca. 10–12 days later, the degassing activity waned as well
(Figure 2A, Supplementary Figure S4). This may indicate
progressively decreasing but continued vesiculation and
crystallization of the shallow reservoir. Between days 53–32,
the median depths sporadically decrease to ca. 3–6 km bsl
agreeing with greater depths (5–8 km bsl) of the first manually
picked VT cluster (days 47–45). VTs are commonly associated
with shear-failure of the host rock (Chouet and Matoza, 2013),
thus the first cluster could reflect activation and reorganization of
viscous magma within the deeper reservoir during the
destabilization phase. The depths of the VT cluster are
approximately equal to the horizontal distance from the
volcanic center of Bezymianny (Figure 2A, Supplementary
Figure S1A), which is a common observation for first
precursor seismicity at many other volcanoes (White and
McCausland, 2016). The last seismic burst during phase 2
(25–20 days) was characterized by significantly higher coherent
LPs stretching from deeper (4–12 km bsl) to shallow (0–4 km bsl)
depths. This was accompanied by resumed enhanced degassing

intensity (Figure 2E) indicating further advancement of the
hydrothermal network between the shallow and deeper-seated
reservoirs of Bezymianny.

Based on the existing picture of the shallow magma plumbing
system (Koulakov et al., 2021) and based on our finding of the
evolution of seismicity and a deformation source, we develop a
conceptual model that may explain the preparation phase of the
Bezymianny volcano. The detection rate of seismic events
decreased markedly during phase 3. At the same time, the
real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) of stations (B01, B10)
closest to the volcanic center increased threefold associated
with enhanced tremor activity (Figure 2D, Supplementary
Figures S4A,B). This seismic noise may explain the lack of
automatically, but also manually, detected seismicity during
phase 3. Therefore, it is very likely that the undetected, natural
rate of seismicity was further increasing during this time.
Eruptions of many dome-building volcanoes are characterized
by peculiar RSAM anomalies, such as at Redoubt (Power et al.,
1994), at Mount St. Helens in 2004 (Hotovec-Ellis et al., 2015), or
at Soufrière Hills (Voight et al., 1999). The constant higher level
of the RSAM during phase 3 at Bezymianny was accompanied by
simultaneous surface deformation depicted in the pre-eruptive
ascending interferogram (Figure 3E), indicating that both the
RSAM and the surface deformation showed first signs of activity
before the ultimate precursor VT seismicity during phase 4 settled
in. Deformation was characterized by predominantly lateral
inflation of Bezymianny’s outer flanks (Supplementary Figure
S10), which complies with previously GPS-derived pre-eruptive
northward motion of Bezymianny’s northern flank (Grapenthin
et al., 2013). Inversion modeling of the pre-eruptive displacement
fields revealed a very shallow pressurization source located at ca.

FIGURE 6 | 3D view of Bezymianny’s topography, the located VT events
(gray spheres; time range: 11–31 December 2017), and the two different Vp/
Vs anomalies (blue and red dotted lines) determined by Koulakov et al., 2021.
The orange sphere depicts the predicted point source depth (pCDM) for
the modeled descending (DSC) data. The blue ellipsoid as well as the three
planes are a scale-free CDM representation of the modeled pCDM solution for
the ascending (ASC) data. The size of the three planes corresponds to the
volume change in each direction of the pCDM. The black cross indicates the
corresponding reference depth. The arrows hypothesize the influence of
decreasing atmospheric pressure (PATM) of 1–3 kPa that potentially
modulated the permeable flow of magmatic gases within the shallowest
reservoir triggering the inflation-like deformation.
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1.2 km below the summit (Figure 6). Therefore, we conclude that
the precursor tremor activity was propped by shallow and
pressurized gas-rich magmatic fluids.

Recent tomography investigations on the precursor VT
seismicity have revealed the concurrence of two major zones
of pressure wave (Vp) and shear wave (Vs) anomalies located at a
depth of ca. 2 km below surface (Koulakov et al., 2021).
According to the authors, the corresponding low and high Vp/
Vs zones may reflect a vertical separation between a gas-rich and
a viscous magma reservoir, respectively. These zones are
indicated in Figure 6. While our study cannot resolve the
deeper structure of Bezymianny’s magma plumbing system, we
realize that the inverted pressurization source was located at the
uppermost edge of the seismically active cap of the deeper source
region (Figure 6). This indicates that seismicity and deformation
at Bezymianny depict different magmatic processes during the
preparation stage of the ensuing eruption. Similar discrepancies
between seismicity and geodetic results were observed, for
instance, at Copahue volcano (Lundgren et al., 2017) and
Long Valley Caldera (Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015). At
these volcanoes, the geodetically inferred deformation sources
were located beneath (Copahue volcano) or at the lower edge
(Long Valley Caldera) of the seismically active zones. Moreover,
conversion of the ascending point Compound Dislocation Model
(pCDM) solution into its scale-free CDM representation
(Figure 6) resembles the intrusion of a dyke-like feature into
the upper seismically active roof of the deeper source, and may
therefore represent the lower part of the uppermost conduit
system. Modeling of a very shallow magma reservoir is
conceivable, as was shown for a 2–3 km deep sill intrusion at
Alcedo volcano, Galápagos (Galetto et al., 2019), a dyke intrusion
that got arrested at a depth of ca. 1 km below the Harrat Lunayyir
lava fields, Saudi Arabia (Pallister et al., 2010), magma stalling at
ca. 1 km belowWolf volcano, Galápagos (Xu et al., 2016), or very
shallow (ca. 200-m-deep) reservoir pressurization at Colima
volcano, Mexico (Salzer et al., 2014). Source modeling
experiments showed that shallow surface deformation may be
dominated by the upper part of a volcanic source only, and
volumetric changes at the bottom and sides of the magmatic
reservoir cannot be resolved with InSAR displacement maps (Yun
et al., 2006). This may be also the case for Bezymianny.

The magnitudes of the modeled pressurization volumes of 1.4
and 2.9 × 10−4 km3 determined in this study (Table 2) agree well
with the previously modeled, GPS-based volume change of 1–4
2.9 × 10−4 km3 (Grapenthin et al., 2013). These volumes deviate
by more than one order of magnitude from the topographically
derived volume change of 4.5 × 10−3 km3, which does not even
consider PDCs deposited in the distal parts of Bezymianny as well
as ash ejected into the atmosphere during the eruption (Figure 5).
The bulk volume includes void spaces within the tephra and
between individual chunks of the tephra. Assuming a density of
2,600 kg/m3 of the solid andesite crust (Shcherbakov et al., 2011)
and a density of 1,000 kg/m3 for the deposited bulk volume within
the amphitheater, the corresponding dense rock equivalent
(DRE) bulk volume amounts to 1.7 × 10−3 km3. Yet, the
estimated DRE bulk volume remains still significantly higher
than the volume of the geodetically inferred shallow

pressurization source. Therefore, we suggest that the latter
depicts a small “quantum” (Scandone et al., 2007) of hot and
gas-rich magma that accumulated within the cap of the shallow
reservoir leading to gradual thermal expansion and pressurization
(Bonafede, 1991; Stock et al., 2016) eventually tapping the bulk of
the deeper magmatic reservoir leading to the deposition of the
proximal bulk volume deposits. Petrologic analyses have shown
that eruptive products of Bezymianny contain significant amounts
of cristobalite and tridymite (Ivanova et al., 2018; Koulakov et al.,
2021). Precipitation of these metastable silicate polymorphs may
have closed the pores and fractures of the uppermost conduit
(plug) driving the pressurization of the “quantum” magma (e.g.,
Horwell et al., 2013). Since the sulfur content of Bezymianny’s
fumarolic gases was usually very high (Zelenski et al., 2015),
hydrothermal alteration may also have decreased the
permeability along the conduit as was concluded from eruptive
products of Merapi volcano, Indonesia (Heap et al., 2019). Both
processes are not mutually exclusive for Bezymianny.

Eventually, overpressurization of the small magmatic batch
may have tapped the shallow reservoir during phase 4. The
ensuing upward migration of the bulk volume caused rock-
fracturing processes along the uppermost conduit triggering
the precursory VT seismicity, ultimately leading to the
eruption of Bezymianny on December 20, 2017 (Koulakov
et al., 2021; Figure 1C, phase 4 in Figure 2). Similar processes
were proposed for explosive eruptions at Mount St. Helens, Mt.
Augustine, and other volcanoes (Roman and Cashman, 2018).
Co-eruptive interferograms revealed surface changes with similar
spatial distribution as the co-eruptive displacements but
exhibiting opposite fringe patterns (Figures 3E–H), thus
indicating deflation of the hitherto pressurized reservoir roof
as the volatile-rich magma “quantum” escaped during the
eruption. This would agree with conclusions from recoverable
deformation after many explosive eruptions at Soufrière Hills
volcano (Voight et al., 1999). However, the RSAM level after
Bezymianny’s eruption remained at the pre-eruptive elevated
level for more than 20 days, the spectrogram of station B01
showed continued tremor activity, and time-lapse camera
images showed continued but weak degassing (Figures 2D,E,
Supplementary Figures S4A,C). This may reflect steady re-
injection of new magmatic fluids into the shallow reservoir
impeding the closure of the corresponding fracture network.

4.4 External Modulation of the Shallow
Magmatic System
The Klyuchevskoy Group of Volcanoes (KGV) is known to be a
site affected by very small stress transfers leading to a
communication or simultaneous activity change of the
neighboring volcanoes (Shapiro et al., 2017; Coppola et al.,
2021). There is growing evidence that also hydro-
meteorological factors [Caricchi et al. (2021) and references
therein] can modulate the shallowest part of a magmatic
plumbing system, if it is already prone to erupt. During
winter, the Siberian high transports extremely cold and dry air
masses into Kamchatka competing with the Aleutian low-
pressure system marked by recurrent cyclones (Mock et al.,
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1998; Rodionov et al., 2005). To identify potential factors
influencing the volcanic system of Bezymianny, we compare
our seismic records with hydro-meteorological (atmospheric
pressure, temperature, wind speed) data measured twice daily
at altitudes between 2 and 2.5 km over the town of Klyuchi
(Figure 1A, Supplementary Figure S12) provided by the
University of Wyoming2 as well as with precipitation data
derived from NASA’s and JAXA’s Tropical Rainfall
Measurement Mission and Global Precipitation Measurement
(TRMM/GPM) mission characterized by a resolution of 10 ×
10 km (Huffman et al., 2019). We are aware that wind
measurements at these altitudes do not consider local friction
of the Earth’s surface, and that a distance of ca. 40 km between
Klyuchi and the KGV may not take into account for local
variations of wind speed.

At Bezymianny, the apparent sudden drop of seismicity
during phase 3 was accompanied by a threefold increase of the
real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) as well as a 3 days lasting
RSAM spike (Figure 2). This spike was accompanied by very strong
wind-speeds of up to 28m/s, the highest daily precipitation rates of
60–70mm/day observed between September andDecember 2017, as
well as very low temperatures of ca. −18°C, and low atmospheric
pressure of ca. 73 kPa (Supplementary Figures S12A,B). Since the
RSAM spike was dominated by seismic amplitude changes in the
1–20 Hz frequency range (Supplementary Figure S4A), which is a
typical sign for seismic noise generated by strong winds (Mucciarelli
et al., 2005; Groos and Ritter, 2009), we argue that this noise anomaly
was rather related to an intense snowstorm. This is further supported
by similar coeval RSAM spikes and strong wind speeds during
phases 1 and 5 (Supplementary Figures S12A,D).

More peculiar, however, is the surface deformation and coeval
increase of the RSAMduring phase 3, which is mostly contributed
by seismic amplitude changes between 1 and 10 Hz, and the
evolution of the atmospheric pressure changes (PATM; Figure 3E,
Supplementary Figures S4A,B, Supplementary Figure S12).
Between the beginning of October and the beginning of
December, we notice that the PATM decreased continuously
from daily averaged 76–79 kPa to 75 kPa (Supplementary
Figure S12C), although the temperatures decreased
significantly from −1°C to −18°C, which was likely related to
the Siberian high pressure system. Then, during the first half of
phase 3, the daily averaged PATM was continuously low at ca.
73 kPa, which occurred simultaneously to the threefold increase
of the RSAM (Supplementary Figures S12C,D). By comparing
the 12 hourly changes of the PATM and the hourly median of the
RSAM (Supplementary Figure S4A), we further notice a
compelling anti-correlation: as the RSAM increases, the PATM
decreases, and vice versa. The corresponding PATM changes
ranged between 1 and 3 kPa. For Stromboli volcano, Italy,
(Neuberg, 2000), indicated a positive correlation between
atmospheric pressure changes of 1 kPa and volcanic activity,
which the author explained with loading effects as the volcano
was already about to erupt. Enhanced seismicity at Bezymianny,
as well as intense degassing during phase 2, indicated that the

magmatic plumbing system of Bezymianny was staging for an
eruption. Therefore, it could be conceivable that the observed
days-lasting low PATM during phase 3 caused sufficient unloading
of the edifice unclogging the pre-existing fracture network of
Bezymianny’s shallowest ephemeral reservoir. This may have
facilitated the permeable flow of magmatic gases modifying
seismicity and inducing inflation-like deformation, eventually
stimulating the system for the upcoming eruption. At least the
modeled source depth of 1.2 km (i.e., altitude of 1.8 km) would
agree with the altitudes (2–2.5 km) at which PATM changes were
detected. Nevertheless, the meaning of a potential anti-
correlation between atmospheric pressure changes and
volcanic activity at Bezymianny remains highly speculative.

5 CONCLUSION

Our study integrated the results of seismic data, optically derived
degassing, InSAR ground deformation-based source inversion
modeling, as well as topographically derived bulk volume of
eruption deposits to elucidate the staging and co-eruptive
evolution of the December 20, 2017 eruption at Bezymianny
volcano. Automatically detected low-frequency events and
contemporaneous intensified degassing indicate that the
formation of the initial magmatic pathway between the
shallow and deeper reservoirs was initiated at least 3 months
before the eruption. A sudden but constant increase of the RSAM
observed only at stations closest to the volcanic center was mostly
contributed by tremor activity indicating the migration of gas-
rich magmatic fluids into the shallowest reservoir 19 days before
the eruption. This has likely led to contemporaneous inflation-
like, predominantly lateral deformation of the outer volcanic
edifice. The geodetically inferred deformation source lies at a
depth of ca. 1.2 kmwithin the presumably upper brittle roof of the
previously suggested shallow magmatic reservoir. In fact,
differences between the focal depths of earthquakes and the
deformation source might highlight different magmatic
processes. Significant discrepancies between the modeled
volumes (1.4–2.9 × 10−4 m3) and the estimated DRE volume
(1.7 × 10−3 km3) suggest that the shallowest reservoir eventually
tapped the bulk of a deeper reservoir leading to the ultimate
precursor VT activity induced by the fracturing of the uppermost
conduit. Inverted co-eruptive surface displacements and the
associated subsidence further highlight the gas-rich component
of the released volcanic products, whereby the post-eruptive
continuously elevated RSAM suggests that the magmatic
system was recharging for the next eruption.
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